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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. A leaflet in a heart valve must flex __________times per minute without tearing for the lifetime of 

the patient            [ ] 
A) 60    B) 70    C) 80   D)100 

 
2. ________carbon components is  used in more than 25 different prosthetic heart valve designs 
             [ ] 

A) polyethelene   B) Pyrolytic     C) carbon   D )dicrone 
 
3.  ________surfaces refer to surfaces that resist the adsorption of proteins and/or adhesion of cells 
             [ ] 

A)  rough         B) irritant          C) fouling           D) Nonfouling 
 
4. Infection occurs in as many as ________% of patients with implanted prosthetic devices [ ] 

A) 50 to 10         B) 5 to 10        C) 15 to 10     D) 20 to 10    
 
5. _________is a multistep process, generally owing to accumulation of successive genetic lesions 
             [ ] 

A)  hemostasis      B) hemorrage      C) hemogenisis       D) Tumorigenesis 
 
6. ________are nonnucleated, disk-shaped cells having a diameter of 3–4 μm   [ ] 

A)  Platelets       B) WBC        C) RBC       D) esnophils 
 
7. A ______material releases a chemical in sufficient quantities to kill cells through inhibition of key 

metabolic pathways          [ ] 
A)  toxic        B) nontoxic       C) biocompatible    D) biodegradable 

 
8. ____________tests assess the local pathological effects on the structure and function of living tissue 

induced by a sample of a material or final product at the site    [ ] 
A)  pitting              B) Implantation           C) fretting            D) invitro 

 
9. __________corrosion is  seen whenever two different  metals are placed in contact in an electrolyte 
             [ ] 

A)  Galvanic         B) cathodic                C) anodic           D) steadystate 
 
10. ________materials for root form devices were originally fabricated from precious metals [ ] 

A) carbon           B) metal                C) polymeric               D) Synthetic 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. ____________materials, such as sodium hyaluronate, is  used to protect the corneal endothelium and 

other intraocular tissues. 
 
12. The denture base is constructed from________________________________. 
 
13. FDA stands for ______________________________________ 
 
14. Bioglass is _____________as one of the first completely synthetic materials that seamlessly bonds 

to bone. 
 
15. Lymphocytes and plasma cells are involved principally in _____________reactions.  
 
16. ____________is the current, measured in amperes, normalized to the surface area. 
 
17. ______________corrosion is a  scratch that resulting in the formation of a pit, or a continuous cyclic 

process in which any reformed passive layer is removed. 
 
18. Scleral buckling materials for retinal detachment surgery must be soft _____________ 
 
19. The process of organ rejection denotes an ________________process. 
 
20. Dental implant designs are  separated into two categories ____________ and ____________systems. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Infection occurs in as many as ________% of patients with implanted prosthetic devices [ ] 

A) 50 to 10         B) 5 to 10        C) 15 to 10     D) 20 to 10    
 
2. _________is a multistep process, generally owing to accumulation of successive genetic lesions 
             [ ] 

A)  hemostasis      B) hemorrage      C) hemogenisis       D) Tumorigenesis 
 
3. ________are nonnucleated, disk-shaped cells having a diameter of 3–4 μm   [ ] 

A)  Platelets       B) WBC        C) RBC       D) esnophils 
 
4. A ______material releases a chemical in sufficient quantities to kill cells through inhibition of key 

metabolic pathways          [ ] 
A)  toxic        B) nontoxic       C) biocompatible    D) biodegradable 

 
5. ____________tests assess the local pathological effects on the structure and function of living tissue 

induced by a sample of a material or final product at the site    [ ] 
A)  pitting              B) Implantation           C) fretting            D) invitro 

 
6. __________corrosion is  seen whenever two different  metals are placed in contact in an electrolyte 
             [ ] 

A)  Galvanic         B) cathodic                C) anodic           D) steadystate 
 
7. ________materials for root form devices were originally fabricated from precious metals [ ] 

A) carbon           B) metal                C) polymeric               D) Synthetic 
 
8. A leaflet in a heart valve must flex __________times per minute without tearing for the lifetime of 

the patient            [ ] 
A) 60    B) 70    C) 80   D)100 

 
9. ________carbon components is  used in more than 25 different prosthetic heart valve designs 
             [ ] 

A) polyethelene   B) Pyrolytic     C) carbon   D )dicrone 
 
10.  ________surfaces refer to surfaces that resist the adsorption of proteins and/or adhesion of cells 
             [ ] 

A)  rough         B) irritant          C) fouling           D) Nonfouling 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. Bioglass is _____________as one of the first completely synthetic materials that seamlessly bonds 

to bone. 
 
12. Lymphocytes and plasma cells are involved principally in _____________reactions.  
 
13. ____________is the current, measured in amperes, normalized to the surface area. 
 
14. ______________corrosion is a  scratch that resulting in the formation of a pit, or a continuous cyclic 

process in which any reformed passive layer is removed. 
 
15. Scleral buckling materials for retinal detachment surgery must be soft _____________ 
 
16. The process of organ rejection denotes an ________________process. 
 
17. Dental implant designs are  separated into two categories ____________ and ____________systems. 
 
18. ____________materials, such as sodium hyaluronate, is  used to protect the corneal endothelium and 

other intraocular tissues. 
 
19. The denture base is constructed from________________________________. 
 
20. FDA stands for ______________________________________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. ________are nonnucleated, disk-shaped cells having a diameter of 3–4 μm   [ ] 

A)  Platelets       B) WBC        C) RBC       D) esnophils 
 
2. A ______material releases a chemical in sufficient quantities to kill cells through inhibition of key 

metabolic pathways          [ ] 
A)  toxic        B) nontoxic       C) biocompatible    D) biodegradable 

 
3. ____________tests assess the local pathological effects on the structure and function of living tissue 

induced by a sample of a material or final product at the site    [ ] 
A)  pitting              B) Implantation           C) fretting            D) invitro 

 
4. __________corrosion is  seen whenever two different  metals are placed in contact in an electrolyte 
             [ ] 

A)  Galvanic         B) cathodic                C) anodic           D) steadystate 
 
5. ________materials for root form devices were originally fabricated from precious metals [ ] 

A) carbon           B) metal                C) polymeric               D) Synthetic 
 
6. A leaflet in a heart valve must flex __________times per minute without tearing for the lifetime of 

the patient            [ ] 
A) 60    B) 70    C) 80   D)100 

 
7. ________carbon components is  used in more than 25 different prosthetic heart valve designs 
             [ ] 

A) polyethelene   B) Pyrolytic     C) carbon   D )dicrone 
 
8.  ________surfaces refer to surfaces that resist the adsorption of proteins and/or adhesion of cells 
             [ ] 

A)  rough         B) irritant          C) fouling           D) Nonfouling 
 
9. Infection occurs in as many as ________% of patients with implanted prosthetic devices [ ] 

A) 50 to 10         B) 5 to 10        C) 15 to 10     D) 20 to 10    
 
10. _________is a multistep process, generally owing to accumulation of successive genetic lesions 
             [ ] 

A)  hemostasis      B) hemorrage      C) hemogenisis       D) Tumorigenesis 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. ____________is the current, measured in amperes, normalized to the surface area. 
 
12. ______________corrosion is a  scratch that resulting in the formation of a pit, or a continuous cyclic 

process in which any reformed passive layer is removed. 
 
13. Scleral buckling materials for retinal detachment surgery must be soft _____________ 
 
14. The process of organ rejection denotes an ________________process. 
 
15. Dental implant designs are  separated into two categories ____________ and ____________systems. 
 
16. ____________materials, such as sodium hyaluronate, is  used to protect the corneal endothelium and 

other intraocular tissues. 
 
17. The denture base is constructed from________________________________. 
 
18. FDA stands for ______________________________________ 
 
19. Bioglass is _____________as one of the first completely synthetic materials that seamlessly bonds 

to bone. 
 
20. Lymphocytes and plasma cells are involved principally in _____________reactions.  
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. ____________tests assess the local pathological effects on the structure and function of living tissue 

induced by a sample of a material or final product at the site    [ ] 
A)  pitting              B) Implantation           C) fretting            D) invitro 

 
2. __________corrosion is  seen whenever two different  metals are placed in contact in an electrolyte 
             [ ] 

A)  Galvanic         B) cathodic                C) anodic           D) steadystate 
 
3. ________materials for root form devices were originally fabricated from precious metals [ ] 

A) carbon           B) metal                C) polymeric               D) Synthetic 
 
4. A leaflet in a heart valve must flex __________times per minute without tearing for the lifetime of 

the patient            [ ] 
A) 60    B) 70    C) 80   D)100 

 
5. ________carbon components is  used in more than 25 different prosthetic heart valve designs 
             [ ] 

A) polyethelene   B) Pyrolytic     C) carbon   D )dicrone 
 
6.  ________surfaces refer to surfaces that resist the adsorption of proteins and/or adhesion of cells 
             [ ] 

A)  rough         B) irritant          C) fouling           D) Nonfouling 
 
7. Infection occurs in as many as ________% of patients with implanted prosthetic devices [ ] 

A) 50 to 10         B) 5 to 10        C) 15 to 10     D) 20 to 10    
 
8. _________is a multistep process, generally owing to accumulation of successive genetic lesions 
             [ ] 

A)  hemostasis      B) hemorrage      C) hemogenisis       D) Tumorigenesis 
 
9. ________are nonnucleated, disk-shaped cells having a diameter of 3–4 μm   [ ] 

A)  Platelets       B) WBC        C) RBC       D) esnophils 
 
10. A ______material releases a chemical in sufficient quantities to kill cells through inhibition of key 

metabolic pathways          [ ] 
A)  toxic        B) nontoxic       C) biocompatible    D) biodegradable 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. Scleral buckling materials for retinal detachment surgery must be soft _____________ 
 
12. The process of organ rejection denotes an ________________process. 
 
13. Dental implant designs are  separated into two categories ____________ and ____________systems. 
 
14. ____________materials, such as sodium hyaluronate, is  used to protect the corneal endothelium and 

other intraocular tissues. 
 
15. The denture base is constructed from________________________________. 
 
16. FDA stands for ______________________________________ 
 
17. Bioglass is _____________as one of the first completely synthetic materials that seamlessly bonds 

to bone. 
 
18. Lymphocytes and plasma cells are involved principally in _____________reactions.  
 
19. ____________is the current, measured in amperes, normalized to the surface area. 
 
20. ______________corrosion is a  scratch that resulting in the formation of a pit, or a continuous cyclic 

process in which any reformed passive layer is removed. 
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